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Abstract

The LUX (Large Underground Xenon) experiment aims at the direct detec-

tion of dark matter particles via their collisions with xenon nuclei. The 370 kg

two-phase liquid xenon time projection chamber measures simultaneously the

scintillation and ionization from interactions in the target. The ratio of these

two signals provides very good discrimination between potential nuclear recoil

and electronic recoil signals to search for WIMP-nucleon scattering. The LUX

detector operates at the Sanford Underground Research Facility (Lead, South

Dakota, USA) since February 2013. First results were presented in late 2013

setting the world’s most stringent limits on WIMP-nucleon scattering cross sec-

tions over a wide range of WIMP masses. A 300 day run beginning in 2014

will further improve the sensitivity and new calibration techniques will reduce

systematics for the WIMP signal search.
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1. Introduction1

The existence of non-baryonic cold dark matter is supported by presently2

available data from a wide range of cosmological observations. Among those3

are galactic rotation curves, the precise measurements of the cosmic microwave4

background, the abundance of light elements, the study of supernovae and the5

mapping of large scale structures [1]. The identity of dark matter remains un-6

known and is a question of central importance in both astrophysics and particle7

physics. A generic weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is one of the8

leading candidates to account for dark matter in our universe. Most direct de-9

tection experiments aim to detect WIMPs via low energy nuclear recoils caused10

by elastic scattering in dedicated low background detectors. The experimental11

challenge for these experiments is to utilize a large target mass (e.g. LUX has12

a fiducial volume of ∼ 118 kg), to achieve a low energy threshold (typically well13
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below 10 keVnr, down to 3 keVnr and lower1) and to substantially reduce the14

background radioactivity, primarily caused by gamma rays emitted from resid-15

ual radioactive isotopes in detector materials, as well as beta emitters embedded16

in the detection medium itself. In addition, to minimize the background cosmic17

ray flux, these experiments need to operate in a deep underground facility.18

2. The LUX Experiment19

The LUX (Large Underground Xenon) experiment brings together around20

100 scientists from 18 academic institutions in the US, UK and Portugal 2.21

The experiment builds on the well-established dual phase xenon time-projection22

chamber (TPC) technology, which has proven single electron and photon detec-23

tion capabilities and an excellent sub-cm 3D position reconstruction [2, 3]. To-24

gether with the self-shielding property of liquid xenon, it is possible to achieve25

very low energy thresholds and to efficiently reject internal and external gamma26

and electron background and multiple scatter events within the detector. The27

LUX detector, consisting of 370 kg of xenon, is operating 1.5 km underground28

(4300 m.w.e.) in the Sanford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in Lead,29

South Dakota, USA since 2012 [4]. The main technical aspects of the detector30

are outlined in Ref. [5, 6].31

Particle interactions in the detector are recorded via two response channels,32

scintillation and ionization. Two arrays of 61 low-radioactivity photomultipli-33

ers (PMTs) detect two light signals per particle interaction: one prompt, due34

to excitation and recombination of ionization electrons in the liquid (S1) and35

one delayed, due to electroluminescence of ionization charge drifted into the gas36

region via an applied electric field (S2). For this data set, the electron drift37

field is 181 V/cm. Due to circulation and purification of the xenon inventory38

through a getter during data taking, a mean electron drift length, before cap-39

1The subscript ’nr’ emphasizes true nuclear recoil energies, in comparison to reconstructed

energies from electron equivalent recoils expressed in keVee.
2For more information, please refer to www.luxdarkmatter.org
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ture by electronegative impurities, of 87±9 and 134±15 cm has been achieved.40

The electron extraction field is 6 kV/cm (in gas) and 3.1 kV/cm (in liquid)41

respectively, yielding to an electron extraction efficiency of 0.65± 0.01.42

The time between the two events (S1 and S2) provide the depth of an event,43

while the S2 hit pattern of light on the PMT arrays provide the x-y position.44

The position resolution for S2 signals in LUX is determined to 4-6 mm for small45

S2 signals. Nuclear recoils (NR), in contrast to electron recoils (ER), deposit46

energy in the material predominantly via heat. Additionally, the ionization-to-47

scintillation ratio of NRs is characteristically reduced with respect to that of48

ERs. This is the basis for discrimination between NR (from neutrons and the49

potential WIMP-nucleon interactions) and ER (from background radioactivity)50

via the ratio of S2 to S1 versus S1. A detailed overview of this phenomenon, a51

review of measured data and a model of the underlying physics can be found in52

Ref. [3, 7]. Background rejection with this technique has been shown for LUX53

to be ∼ 99.6 % in the energy range of interest for WIMP signal search.54

The LUX detector is 59 cm in height and 49 cm in diameter, lined with poly-55

tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which has a very high light reflectivity in liquid56

xenon of greater than 95%. Together with the PMT’s average photon detection57

efficiency of about 30%, the reflectivity of the stainless steel grid wires and a58

finite photon absorption length, this yields to a measured photon detection ef-59

ficiency for events at the center of LUX of 14% [8]. This large photon detection60

efficiency, corresponding to 8.8 phe/keV for a 122 keV gamma at zero-field,61

allows LUX to be sensitive to WIMP masses above 6 GeV/c2.62

3. First LUX Dark Matter search results63

Starting in April 2013, a total of 85.3 live-days of WIMP search data were64

taken. The mean background event rate was measured to be 3.6 ± 0.3 mDRU65

(mDRU = 10−3 counts/keV/kg/day) inside the fiducial volume in the energy66

range of interest (2-30 phe S1 signals), the lowest rate achieved by any xenon67

TPC so far. Most of those background events are created by residual radioactiv-68
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Figure 1: Left: LUX detector response (in log10(S2/S1) vs S1) in the fiducial volume to

calibrations using a tritium internal source (panel a) and AmBe and 252Cf external sources

(panel b), as presented in Ref. [4]. The solid lines show the ER mean (blue) and NR mean

(red) obtained from simulations together with ±1.28 σ contours (dashed lines). The 200 phe

analysis threshold for S2 signals is shown in both panels as a dashed-dotted line (magenta).

Grey contours indicate constant energies in keVeeand keVnr respectively. Right: The LUX

WIMP search data from the 85.3 live-days within the fiducial volume passing all cuts are

shown, as presented in Ref. [4]. The shaded region indicates the used analysis region from

2-30 phe in S1. The same parameterization of the mean ER and NR bands as on the left are

also shown. Please refer to the online-version for color figures.

ity of the detector material, primarily the PMTs. Another source of background,69

intrinsic to our xenon stock, is residual 85Kr, a beta emitter at Emax = 687 keV,70

T1/2 = 10.6 yr). LUX achieved a measured concentration of 3.5± 1 ppt Kr be-71

fore the start of the run by using chromatographic separation of xenon and72

krypton off-site [4] . During detector operation, an automatic in-line xenon73

sampling system allows to monitor the Kr level in-situ over time [19]. Further74

backgrounds are generated from 214Pb within the 222Rn chain and cosmogeni-75

cally produced radioisotopes within the xenon itself, namely x-rays from 127Xe76

and 131mXe, which decay throughout the data run (T
127Xe
1/2 = 36.4 days, and77

T
131mXe
1/2 = 11.9 days respectively). A detailed study of the radiogenic back-78
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Figure 2: Left: The LUX 90% C.L. on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section

(solid blue) and a projected limit of the upcoming 300 live-days run (dashed blue). The

shaded region indicates ±1 σ variation from repeated trials, where trials fluctuating below

the expected number of background events are forced from zero to 2.3 (blue shaded). Also

shown are results from XENON-100 [9, 10], ZEPLIN-III [11], CDMS-II [12] and Edelweiss-

II [13]. Right: Close-up view at lower WIMP masses together with regions measured by

other experiments, e.g. CoGeNT [14] (red), CDMS-II Si [15] (green and ’x’), CRESST-II [16]

(yellow) and DAMA/LIBRA [17, 18] (grey). Limits been calculated assuming an artificial

cut-off of light yield for nuclear recoils below 3 keVnr, despite evidence of signals down to 0.7

keVnr. See text for details. Please refer to the online-version for color figures.

grounds in LUX and comparison to simulations can be found in Ref.[20].79

The LUX detector was calibrated extensively using internal and external sources.80

The low-energy ER calibration was performed using a novel technique in which81

tritiated methane is injected into the xenon circulation system and subsequently82

removed by the purification system using a hot getter. This allowed a high statis-83

tic, homogenous distribution of low energy depositions from β− events within84

the liquid xenon (EH3

max = 18.6 keV). The detector response to these ER events,85

in terms of S1 and S2 signals, are shown in the top left panel of Fig. 1. More86

frequent calibrations, to monitor the electron drift attenuation length, the light87

yield and to establish 3D position reconstruction corrections, were performed88

using 83mKr with mono-energetic energy depositions at 9.4 keV and 32.1 keV.89

For NR, external AmBe and 252Cf sources were used for calibration. The equiv-90
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alent detector response to NR is shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 1. Also91

shown in Fig. 1 are the mean and ±1.28 σ ER and NR band parameterizations92

derived from the comprehensive NEST simulation model [7].93

An unblind analysis with only minimal cuts on the WIMP search data was per-94

formed to maintain a high acceptance. Besides detector stability cuts, including95

xenon pressure, applied voltage and liquid level, only single scatter interactions96

with one S1 and one S2 in the liquid xenon volume were considered. Energy cuts97

for the 3D position corrected S1 signal were done by the pulse area (2-30 phe),98

corresponding to energies of 3-25 keVnr or 0.9-5.3 keVeeusing traditional energy99

estimators as described in Ref. [21] for nuclear and electron recoils respectively.100

Despite the low NR scintillation light yield assumed (a conservative and un-101

physical cutoff at 3 keVnr was assumed), LUX achieved a very good WIMP102

detection efficiency (roughly 17% at 3 keVnr, 50% at 4.3 keVnr and greater than103

95% above 7.5 keVnr). The fiducial volume was set to the inner 18 cm radius104

and approx. 40 cm height (electron drift lengths between 38-305 µs) and calcu-105

lated to be 118.3± 6.5 kg. Last, an analysis threshold to exclude very small S2106

signals was set to 200 phe (corresponding to approx. 8 extracted electrons). For107

more details on threshold and efficiency studies, as well as the fiducial volume108

selection, please refer to Ref. [22].109

A total of 160 events passed the selection cuts, as shown within the shaded area110

in the right panel in Fig. 1. The distribution of events is consistent with the111

expected ER background in both the log10(S2/S1) and position within the vol-112

ume. A profile likelihood ratio (PLR) analysis was used to assign a probability113

as a function of S1, S2 and the r-z position of these events, and compared with114

the distributions of backgrounds in these variables, as well as simulated distri-115

butions of a recoil spectrum for WIMP masses3 from 5.5 to 5000 GeV/c2. The116

resulting 90% C.L. upper limits of the PLR analysis on the spin-independent117

WIMP-nucleon interaction cross-sections are shown in Fig. 2, with a close-up118

3A standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity distribution model is used for the dark matter

halo, with v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 544 km/s, ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/cm3 and v⊙ = 245 km/s.
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view on low WIMP masses (below ∼15 GeV) on the right panel. These limits119

show significant improvement to previous presented Dark Matter search exper-120

iments (see figure caption for details) and are also in tension with experiments121

observing potential low-mass WIMP events. The presented limit is lower than122

past xenon-based experiments, especially for low WIMP masses, despite an as-123

sumed cut-off of light yield for nuclear recoils. This is a result of a high S1124

light collection efficiency, lower S1 threshold and a comparable S2 threshold.125

Additionally, the sensitivity for lower mass WIMPs is due to those potential126

events appearing lower in the log10(S2/S1)− S1 plane. The expectation value127

for the S1 signal is below the threshold and detection would be exclusively due128

to upwards fluctuations in S1. As a result, the event would appear further from129

the ER band, leading to high sensitivity even with falling detection efficiency130

for low energy recoils.131

4. Conclusions and outlook132

The LUX WIMP exclusion limit was derived using a conservative approach133

on xenon response to NR at low energies. But due to its large exposure (85.3134

days with 118 kg), as well as a very low threshold and high light collection ef-135

ficiency, the LUX experiment has achieved the most sensitive spin-independent136

WIMP exclusion limits to date over a wide range of WIMP masses. The ex-137

periment did not observe any potential low-mass WIMP signal as suggested in138

other experiments, e.g. DAMA [17, 18], CoGeNT [14], CRESST [16] and CDMS139

Si [15]. LUX will continue taking data, starting 2014, with the goal of 300 live140

days to further improve the sensitivity by a factor of 5. It will also benefit, es-141

pecially towards low-mass WIMP recoil spectra, from new measurements of the142

xenon response to nuclear recoils using a DD generator. Hereby, mono-energetic143

neutrons are directed to the detector from outside the water shield. The nuclear144

recoil energy is determined by reconstructing multiple scatter events within the145

active region of the detector. Signals for the ionization and scintillation chan-146

nel are available down to 0.7 keVnr [23]. The inclusion of a low energy recoil147
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scintillation yield, directly translates to a lower WIMP-mass sensitivity of the148

LUX detector, although with limited efficiency. A preliminary analysis results149

in a change of the slope of the set limit towards lower WIMP-masses and fur-150

ther strengthens the validity of this work using a conservative artificial cut-off151

at 3 keVnr and increases the conflict with experiments observing events in this152

mass range. Designs and plans for a next generation experiment, called LUX-153

ZEPLIN (or short LZ), are already in place. The projected improvement in154

exposure will be up to a factor of ∼ 200, whilst also lowering the background155

rate, to achieve a WIMP-nucleon cross section sensitivity of ∼ 2.2× 10−48cm2
156

(at MWIMP = 50 GeV/c2).157
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